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Champion Ruiz is even heavier underdog
Heavyweight weighs
in at a whopping 283.7
pounds for title fight
rematch with Joshua.
By Manouk Akopyan
The tale of the tape takes
on an extra dimension for
the most anticipated boxing
match of the year.
Anthony Joshua said he’s
been training for six months
nonstop, preparing in the
longest camp of his life to
avenge the most humiliating
moment of his career. He
wants to regain the four versions of the heavyweight title
that he lost to Andy Ruiz Jr.
in June and prove the catastrophic night was a one-off.
Joshua’s svelte stature,
and the scale, translated his
hard work the day before his
rematch Saturday in Saudi
Arabia, as the British-born
heavyweight (22-1, 21 knockouts) weighed in at 237.8
pounds. It was around 10
pounds less than his previous weight when replacement opponent Ruiz pulled
off the stunner of the century
with an improbable, comefrom-behind, seventh-round
knockout.
Ruiz, a portly pugilist,
concluded his six-month victory lap in Diriyah and didn’t
even bother disrobing as the
theme song from “Rocky”
blared in the background.
The first Mexican American heavyweight champion
was draped in a sombrero,
jeans, shirt and shoes. He
stepped on the scales, flexed
both arms and proudly
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ANDY RUIZ JR. weighed in 15 pounds heavier than he was when he stunned Anthony Joshua in June.

showed the rumors of his
Jenny Craig lifestyle were
greatly exaggerated as he
weighed in at a hefty 283.7
pounds. He weighed 268 the
day his life changed forever.
Ruiz once weighed in
higher, at 292.5 pounds in
2009 for his second pro fight.
Come Saturday, he will try to
prove that bigger is definitely
better.
“It’s been a long three
months of camp. I’ve been
training really hard for this
fight,” Ruiz said. “We are enjoying life, we are enjoying
what comes with this.”

Ruiz had plenty on his
plate this summer, which
had many questioning his
dedication to conditioning.
Now, Ruiz (33-1, 22 KOs) will
attempt to write a different
ending to his Buster Douglas
moment.
Douglas, who pulled off
the previous heavyweight
shocker nearly 30 years ago
against Mike Tyson, also
gained 15 pounds immediately after beating Tyson,
lost his next fight in three
rounds to Evander Holyfield
and never was the same.
Ruiz looked slimmer at

times this fall thanks to a
recommitment to training.
He had a steady diet of salmon and split camp between
Mexico’s high altitude and
Legendz Boxing gym in Norwalk. Eventually he pivoted
from the weight-loss plan,
saying he feels stronger and
more confident at a heavier
weight.
Before heading to Saudi
Arabia, Ruiz documented
his last day in the U.S. on a
cannabis-centered brand’s
YouTube channel with a curious case of the munchies,
noshing on pasta, chicken

wings and pastrami pizza at
a sports bar in Downey.
In one instance, he looked
into the camera and devilishly said, “Don’t tell my
coach” before a bite. When he
arrived in Saudi Arabia, a full
Thanksgiving
spread
awaited him in his hotel
room.
“The goal is for him to feel
comfortable wherever he’s at
his best, and feels strongest
and fastest,” trainer Manny
Robles said. “That’s key. It’s
not so much hitting a specific
weight.”
Robles said Ruiz will ne-

ver be a body beautiful. But,
through thick and thin, one
immeasurable that can’t be
questioned is his heart. The
underdog Ruiz immediately
rose from the canvas in the
third round against Joshua
to twice knock down his
counterpart. He dropped
him twice more for good
measure before the fight was
waved off.
“You can’t teach drive
and determination,” Robles
said. “You can come in shape
for a fight, prepared, end up
looking like Anthony Joshua
with a big, massive and chiseled body and look impressive, but at the end, it’s about
heart.”
The broken Joshua said
he’s as focused as ever, especially since he prepared the
entire time with one goal,
and one opponent, in mind.
“Every fighter should
stay in the gym, no matter
how busy they are,” Joshua
said. “I’ve brought the simplicity back to the sport, and
just trained. … I’m focused.
I’m ready. I’m relaxed. That’s
the main thing; I’m under no
pressure. ... I’m ready to go
straight back into the deep
end and fight again. I just
want my hand raised in the
end. That’s the most important thing.”
Flab on his abs or not,
Ruiz — who is an underdog
again — has the skills and
hand speed to beat Joshua.
“Everyone has something
to say,” Robles said. “We won,
and we still had people
doubting and criticizing him
for the way he looks, and being chubby. It’s like being
bullied and pointed at. It’s a
shame, and it’s sad.”
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Few good answers to
interference questions
By Mike DiGiovanna
Adrian Phillips, the
Chargers safety who has
played so many positions and
experienced so much in six
NFL seasons that he’s considered a coach on the field,
was stumped by the question.
What could the Chargers
have done differently in Sunday’s 23-20 loss to Denver to
take even the possibility of a
controversial
last-second
pass-interference call out of
the equation?
“Honestly, man, I couldn’t
even tell you,” said Phillips,
one of two deep safeties on
the play in which cornerback
Casey Hayward was flagged.
“I have no answer for you. I
guess if you would try to
coach it differently, the only
thing you could say is … I
don’t know, I really don’t have
an answer.”
The teams appeared
headed for overtime when
Michael Badgley’s 46-yard
field goal pulled the Chargers
even at 20-20 with 14 seconds
left. After the ensuing kickoff,
Denver took over at its 28yard line with nine seconds to
play.
Broncos receiver Courtland Sutton, who caught two
first-quarter
touchdown
passes, split to the right with
Hayward in coverage, about
nine yards back. Phillips and
fellow safety Rayshawn
Jenkins provided backside
help.
Sutton ran a go route.
Hayward gave the receiver a
relatively wide berth as he escorted Sutton down the field.
Quarterback Drew Lock’s
long pass was a few yards
wide of both the receiver and
cornerback.
Sutton altered his route at
the last second, turning
toward the sideline. As Hayward looked up for the ball he
collided with Sutton at the
Chargers 37-yard line. Field
judge Aaron Santi threw his
flag for interference, ruling
Hayward had cut off Sutton’s
path to the ball.
Three seconds remained,
enough for Brandon McManus to kick a game-winning 53-yard field goal as time
expired.
“I probably could have
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CASEY HAYWARD

was called for pass interference in the final seconds of Sunday’s game.
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Chargers at
Jacksonville
When: Sunday, 1 p.m.
Where: TIAA Bank Field,
Jacksonville, Fla.
TV: Channel 11
turned my head earlier than I
did,” Hayward said after
practice Friday in preparation for a Sunday game in
Jacksonville. “But I might not
have been able to locate the
ball if I turned earlier, and I
may have lost [Sutton]. I just
need to be in better position.”
Chargers defensive coordinator Gus Bradley felt
Hayward was in good position up until the point of contact.
“We
had
A.P.
and
Rayshawn back there in case
it was a post [pattern],”
Bradley said. “Casey is on the
outside, and he ran a straight
line. It wasn’t like Casey converged on him.
“When the ball was coming, Casey leaned and looked
back. I guess they felt like he
cut him off. That was the explanation we got, so that’s
what we have to go with. We
talked about how we would
do it if we were in that situation again.”
Bradley argued with officials after the game, his frus-
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tration rooted in a belief that
Hayward’s actions did not
constitute interference.
“You meet with officials in
training camp, you sit down
and say, ‘All right, let’s make
sure we’re on the same page
here as far as helmet-to-helmet [contact], how do we
tackle,’ and we’ve had some
really good conversations,”
Bradley said. “It’s not to
prove them wrong and say,
‘Look at these bad calls you
made.’
“It was more, ‘Just teach
us. How are you going to call it
so we in turn can go into the
room and teach our players
that way.’ When I saw it, I
thought, we’ve had these conversations, and as long as
you’re going back looking for
the ball, it wouldn’t be pass
interference. That was my argument.”
With five days to digest
the play, Phillips was still perplexed by it.
“It just stinks — it was one
of those situations where
there was nothing Casey
could really do,” Phillips said.
“He has a right to the ball just
like the receiver has a right.
It’s one of those calls that’s on
the refs. Maybe another ref
would have saw it a different
way, maybe not.”

A fool’s errand
Add the inability to execute a trick play to the
lengthy list of problems in
this disappointing season.
The Chargers have tried a few
with little success, their latest
netting zero yards in the third
quarter Sunday.
On
second-and-seven
from the Broncos 42, quarterback Philip Rivers lined up
as a receiver near the right
sideline and backup quarterback Tyrod Taylor took the
snap in shotgun formation.
Taylor threw a backward
pass to Rivers, who was supposed to throw to Taylor. But
Taylor was hit and unable to
run his route. Rivers scrambled for a few steps and fired
the ball into the turf, narrowly
avoiding an intentional
grounding call.
“It didn’t work because
when Tyrod threw the ball
the guy knocked the … out of
him,” Chargers coach Anthony Lynn said. “Those are
always outhouse or castle
plays. When they work, you’re
a genius. When they don’t
work, you’re an idiot.”
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Receiver Mike Williams
(knee) and tackles Russell
Okung (groin) and Sam Tevi
(knee) were full participants
in practice Friday and were
removed from the injury report. Reserve linebacker and
special teams player Nick
Dzubnar practiced Friday
but was listed as questionable.
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GREG ZUERLEIN reacts after missing a 44-yard field goal late against Seattle.

Zuerlein is not dwelling
on season’s biggest miss
Rams kicker went
wide right with game
on the line in Seattle,
now awaits rematch.
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By Gary Klein

Rams vs. Seattle

It was a kick that changed
the trajectory of the Rams’
season.
On Oct. 3 at CenturyLink
Field in Seattle, with his team
trailing by a point, Rams
kicker Greg Zuerlein lined up
for a 44-yard field-goal attempt with 15 seconds left.
Zuerlein was no stranger
to game-winning kicks: His 57yard field goal in overtime in
last season’s NFC championship game sent the Rams to
the Super Bowl.
But this time — after making all three of his attempts
earlier in the game — Zuerlein
missed wide right. The Rams
lost 30-29 and suffered the second defeat in what would become a three-game losing
streak.
On Sunday, the Rams play
the Seahawks at the Coliseum, and Zuerlein is expected
to once again play a key role in
a series that as of late has not
been decided until the final
possession.
“If it gets brought up and
you’re talking about it, obviously you think about it,”
Zuerlein said of the October
miss. “Otherwise, you just
move on and you make your
next kick.”
Zuerlein, 31, has made 22 of
28 field-goal attempts for a
Rams team that has a 7-5
record. The Rams trail the
Seahawks (10-2) and the San
Francisco 49ers (10-2) in the
NFC West but are more realistically chasing the Minnesota
Vikings (8-4) in the race for
the final NFC wild-card spot.
For Zuerlein, Sunday’s game
— or any other — is not a
matchup against an opposing

When: Sunday, 5:15 p.m.
Where: Coliseum
TV: Channel 4

team.
“It’s me versus the goal
posts,” Zuerlein said. “I mean,
just because it’s the same
team doesn’t change anything
I do.
“I’ve just got to go out
there and make kicks. The opponent doesn’t matter.”
This season, Zuerlein
made nine of 11 field-goal attempts in the first four games.
He had made attempts from
47, 32 and 36 yards against the
Seahawks before the offense
positioned him for late heroics.
With 1 minute, 38 seconds
left, quarterback Jared Goff
drove the offense from the
Rams’ seven-yard line to the
Seahawks’ 30. But on third
and 10 the Rams were penalized for delay of game, pushing them back to the 35.
Goff completed a nineyard pass to tight end Gerald
Everett, and coach Sean McVay summoned Zuerlein for a
44-yard attempt.
After Zuerlein kicked the
ball, holder Johnny Hekker
looked up and saw it heading
just outside the right upright.
Hekker was not concerned.
“All day, balls had been finishing back left, coming back
into that corner,” Hekker said
this week. This time, it did not.
“That ball just stayed up,”
Hekker said. “One of those
freak occurrences.”
The Seahawks took over,
quarterback Russell Wilson
kneeled after taking a snap,
and the Seahawks held off the

Rams.
“There’s a lot of plays in
that game that could have
gone differently, maybe that
alter and affect the outcome,”
McVay said Friday. “You never
let one play define your
thoughts on players on offense and defense.
“I think you want to try to
be consistent with that, with
the kicker position, especially
with somebody like him that’s
been so clutch.”
Goff said the offense could
have moved the ball farther —
“left a little bit more meat on
that than we wanted to” —
which would have given Zuerlein a shorter attempt.
If a similar scenario calling
for a field-goal attempt plays
out near the end of Sunday’s
game, Zuerlein will respond,
Goff said. “I’m very confident
if we get into a situation like
that, he’ll knock it down,” Goff
said.
Zuerlein, an eighth-year
pro, has a salary-cap number
of nearly $2.6 million this season in the final year of his contract, according to overthecap.com. The Rams could resign Zuerlein, possibly use the
franchise tag to keep him another year, or let him leave as a
free agent.
Zuerlein is not worried
about those scenarios.
“If I make kicks,” he said,
“everything takes care of itself.”

Etc.
Tight end Gerald Everett
will not play against the Seahawks because of a knee injury. Everett was injured two
weeks ago against the Baltimore Ravens. He sat out last
Sunday’s victory over the Arizona Cardinals. Offensive
lineman Rob Havenstein
(knee) is doubtful. If Havenstein sits out, it will be the
third game he misses since
suffering the injury Nov. 10
against the Pittsburgh Steelers.

